
EMP MUSEUM 

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITY 



 
Part science fair, part county fair, and part something entirely new, Maker Faire is 

an all-ages gathering of tech enthusiasts, crafters, educators, tinkerers, hobbyists, 

engineers, science clubs, authors, artists, students, and commercial exhibitors. All 

of these “makers” come  to show what they have made and to share what they 

have learned. 

 

The launch of Maker Faire in the Bay Area in 2006 demonstrated the popularity of 

making and interest among legions of aspiring makers to participate in hands-on 

activities and learn new skills at the event. A record 195,000 people attended the 

two flagship Maker Faires in the Bay Area and New York in 2013, with 44% of  

attendees first timers at the Bay Area event, and 61% in New York. A family event, 

50% attend the event with children. Also in 2013, 98 independently-produced 

Mini and Featured Maker Faires occurred around the world, including Tokyo, 

Rome, Santiago, and Oslo. 

 

Maker Faire is primarily designed to be forward-looking, showcasing makers who 

are exploring new forms and new technologies. But it’s not just for the novel in 

technical fields; Maker Faire features innovation and experimentation across the 

spectrum of science, engineering, art, performance and craft. 

 

Maker Faire is a gathering of fascinating, curious people who enjoy learning and 

who love sharing what they can do. It’s a venue for makers to show examples of 

their work and interact with others about it. Many makers say they have no other 

place to share what they do. DIY (Do-It-Yourself) is often invisible in our  

communities, taking place in shops, garages and on kitchen tables. It’s typically 

out of the spotlight of traditional art or science or craft events. Maker Faire     

highlights these projects and ideas that we don’t encounter every day. 
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Social Media Tagboard on 
Sky Church Screen 

Seattle Mini Maker Faire®  

2016 marks the fifth anniversary of Seattle Mini Maker Faire. In 
2015, Seattle Mini Maker Faire featured more than 120 exhibitors 
and welcomed over 5,500 visitors. This year we’re adding more 
space, more booths, more exhibitors, more programming, and more visitors. In 2016, we 
are looking forward to welcoming over 150 exhibitors, and more than 7,000 visitors.   
 
The EMP is housed in an outrageous Frank Gehry-designed building just under the Space Needle in the Seattle 
Center. Gehry is known for violating all the right-angle rules about what we know as a “building.” So quite a  
fitting context for a Maker Faire, if you consider maker culture and its preferred mode of boundary-stretching.  

Make: Magazine 

 
“I have never seen such an amazing way for the maker community to engage the broader community. It brings 
together a diverse group of enthusiastic builders and programmers and helps them promote both their           
individual activities and maker culture to a broad audience. ”   

Greg Bulmash, Seattle CoderDojo (2014 Maker) 

 

“In some ways, the Seattle Mini Maker Faire might end up looking like a scale model of Burning Man—an army 
of strange people with a lot of excess energy and a fascination with lasers.”  

Seattle Weekly 
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Youth Maker Spotlight Talk 

Maker Magic 

Microsoft Maker’s Giant Piano 

Daisy, the world’s largest 
solar powered tricycle 
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Microsoft Maker Lounge 

UW Clean Energy Insitute Robot Mesh 
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Dale Dougherty, Founder 
of Maker Media, Inc. 

EMP Museum Sky Church 

Pop-Up Science, Seattle 



 

2016 Sponsorship Benefit Levels 

The Seattle Mini Maker Faire is a unique opportunity to support our community’s burgeoning creators and innovators, all the 
while engaging with thousands of people in your target market. Sponsors will have the opportunity to connect with both  
Maker Faire and EMP Museum’s energized onsite and active social networking audiences, and bring these individuals back 
to their businesses. A range of opportunities are available, including prominent placement in one of two central exhibition 
areas, and named sponsorship of some of the most visited features of the faire. The following levels are a guideline but we 
look forward to tailoring something specific to meet your needs.  

Email AmandaS@EMPmuseum.org with questions or for more information. 

Presenting Sponsor: $50,000 
 

Seattle Mini Maker Faire Benefits 
Event Space & Tickets:  
 Exhibit space in a prime location in EMP’s iconic             

Sky Church (512 sq. ft Booth) OR prime tented                
outdoor location (800 sq. ft. Booth) 

 Opportunity for video footage to be displayed on             
Sky Church Screen                                                             
(limited to 30 seconds, does not include audio) 

 30 Maker Faire Staff Passes 
 50 Maker Faire Guest Tickets 
Web and E-mail Marketing: 
 Presenting sponsor logo position and link on                         

Seattle Mini Maker Faire homepage 
 Presenting sponsor logo position and link on                         

Seattle Mini Maker Faire sponsor webpage 
 Featured blog post about your event exhibit on                

our website 
 Thank you on Twitter and Facebook accounts                      

(one post per outlet) 
 Thank you in registration confirmation email to             

online registrants 
Print and Marketing Materials: 
 Seattle Mini Maker Faire Print Advertising 
 Placement of your logoed banner at the event 
 Logo on exhibitor badge 
 Logo on event program 
 Logo on exhibitor t-shirts 
 Mention in press release(s)  
Additional EMP Museum Benefits 
 Recognition on EMP’s Sponsors and Corporate           

Member webpage 
 Recognition on EMP’s Donor Wall 
 100 EMP Museum Passes 
 One curatorial exhibit tour for a group of 15 

Goldsmith Sponsor: $25,000 
 
 

Seattle Mini Maker Faire Benefits 
Event Space & Tickets: 
 Exhibit space in a prime location in EMP’s iconic           

Sky Church (384 sq. ft. Booth) OR prime tented            
outdoor location (600 sq. ft. Booth) 

 Opportunity for video footage to be displayed on             
Sky Church Screen                                                    
(limited to 30 seconds, does not include audio) 

 30 Maker Faire Staff Passes 
 50 Maker Faire Guest Tickets 
Web and E-mail Marketing: 
 Prominent logo position and link on                               

Seattle Mini Maker Faire homepage 
 Prominent sponsor logo position and link on                  

Seattle Mini Maker Faire sponsor webpage 
 Featured blog post about your event exhibit on               

our website 
 Thank you on Twitter and Facebook accounts              

(one post per outlet) 
 Thank you in registration confirmation email to                 

online registrants 
Print and Marketing Materials: 
 Seattle Mini Maker Faire Print Advertising 
 Placement of your logoed banner at the event 
 Logo on exhibitor badge 
 Logo on event program 
 Logo on exhibitor t-shirts  
 Mention in press release(s)  
Additional EMP Museum Benefits 
 Recognition on EMP’s Sponsors and Corporate         

Member webpage 
 Recognition on EMP’s Donor Wall 
 75 EMP Museum Passes 
 One curatorial exhibit tour for a group of 15 

Additional sponsor levels continued on next page. 7 



Maker Sponsor: $1,500 
 

Seattle Mini Maker Faire Benefits 
Event Space & Tickets: 
 Tented outdoor space in featured location (100 sq. ft. booth) OR fea-

tured location in the Tech Zone, based on availability (64 sq. ft.) 
 5 Maker Faire Staff Passes 
 5 Maker Faire Guest Tickets 
Web and E-mail Marketing: 
 Logo and link on Seattle Mini Maker Faire homepage 
 Logo and link on Seattle Mini Maker Faire sponsor webpage 
 Thank you on Twitter and Facebook accounts (one post per outlet) 
Print and Marketing Materials: 
 Placement of your logoed banner at the event 
 Logo on event program 

Additional EMP Museum Benefits 
 Recognition on EMP’s Sponsors and Corporate Member webpage 
 Recognition on EMP’s Donor Wall 
 10 EMP Museum Passes 

 

Sidekick Sponsor: $750 
 

Seattle Mini Maker Faire Benefits 
Event Space & Tickets: 
 Location for distribution of company materials (shared information 

booth hosted and staffed by EMP Museum) 
 5 Maker Faire Guest Tickets 
Web and E-mail Marketing: 
 Company name and link on Seattle Mini Maker Faire homepage 
 Company name and link on Seattle Mini Maker Faire sponsor 

webpage 
Print and Marketing Materials: (subject to print deadlines) 
 Placement of your logoed banner at the event 
 Company name on event program 

Additional EMP Museum Benefits 
 10 EMP Museum Passes 
 

 
 
 
 Ask about opportunities to name  
 popular spaces within the Faire! 

Silversmith Sponsor: $15,000 
 

Seattle Mini Maker Faire Benefits 
Event Space & Tickets: 
 Exhibit space in a prime location in EMP’s iconic Sky Church            

(256 sq. ft. Booth) OR prime tented outdoor location (400 sq. ft.)  
 20 Maker Faire Staff Passes 
 40 Maker Faire Guest Tickets 
Web and E-mail Marketing: 
 Featured logo position and link on Seattle Mini Maker Faire homepage 
 Featured sponsor logo position and link on Seattle Mini Maker Faire 

sponsor webpage 
 Thank you on Twitter and Facebook accounts (one post per outlet) 
 Thank you in registration confirmation email to online registrants 
Print and Marketing Materials: 
 Seattle Mini Maker Faire Print Advertising 
 Placement of your logoed banner at the event 
 Logo on exhibitor badge 
 Logo on event program 
 Logo on exhibitor t-shirts  

Additional EMP Museum Benefits 
 Recognition on EMP’s Sponsors and Corporate Member webpage 
 Recognition on EMP’s Donor Wall 
 50 EMP Museum Passes 
 One curatorial exhibit tour for a group of 15 
 

Coppersmith Sponsor: $7,500 
 

Seattle Mini Maker Faire Benefits 
Event Space & Tickets: 
 Exhibit space in a prime location in EMP’s iconic Sky Church (128 sq. 

ft. Booth, based on availability) OR prime location in Tech Zone (128 
sq. ft.) OR prime tented outdoor location  (200 sq. ft. Booth) 

 15 Maker Faire Staff Passes 
 25 Maker Faire Guest Tickets 
Web and E-mail Marketing: 
 Logo and link on Seattle Mini Maker Faire homepage 
 Logo and link on Seattle Mini Maker Faire sponsor webpage 
 Thank you on Twitter and Facebook accounts (one post per outlet) 
 Thank you in registration confirmation email to online registrants 
Print and Marketing Materials: 
 Seattle Mini Maker Faire Print Advertising 
 Placement of your logoed banner at the event 
 Logo on event program 

Additional EMP Museum Benefits 
 Recognition on EMP’s Sponsors and Corporate Member webpage 
 Recognition on EMP’s Donor Wall 
 25 EMP Museum Passes 

 

Blacksmith Sponsor: $5,000 
 

Seattle Mini Maker Faire Benefits 
Event Space & Tickets: 
 Exhibit space in a prime location in EMP’s iconic Sky Church (64 sq. ft. 

Booth, based on availability) OR prime location in Tech Zone (64 sq. ft) 
OR prime tented outdoor location (100 sq. ft. Booth) 

 10 Maker Faire Staff Passes 
 10 Maker Faire Guest Tickets 
Web and E-mail Marketing: 
 Logo and link on Seattle Mini Maker Faire homepage 
 Logo and link on Seattle Mini Maker Faire sponsor webpage 
 Thank you on Twitter and Facebook accounts (one post per outlet) 
Print and Marketing Materials: 
 Seattle Mini Maker Faire Print Advertising 
 Placement of your logoed banner at the event 
 Logo on event program 

Additional EMP Museum Benefits 
 Recognition on EMP’s Sponsors and Corporate Member webpage 
 Recognition on EMP’s Donor Wall 
 15 EMP Museum Passes 8 



September 17 & 18, 2016 
EMP Museum 
325 5th Ave N 
Seattle, Washington 

Companies and commercial entities are welcomed as sponsors at Maker Faire and will be offered unparalleled exposure 
before, during, and after the Seattle Mini Maker Faire as well as getting an opportunity to support the maker community. 
We are excited to offer you the opportunity to partner with us as an event sponsor. Please return this form to express 
your interest and commitment to participate. 
 

PARTNER INFORMATION: 
Business/Company ___________________________________ 

Contact Name _______________________________________ 

Address ____________________________________________ 

Best Phone/Email ____________________________________ 

Website   ___________________________________________ 

 
CASH SPONSOR 

 We agree to make a cash contribution at the following level in exchange for the sponsorship benefits outlined on the previous page 

 $50,000 $25,000 $15,000 $7,500 $5,000 $1,500 $750 
 

 I would like exhibit space for a hands-on activity that links to what we do/sell. 

 

 Exhibit Details________________________________________________________________________ 

  ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

MEDIA SPONSOR 
 We are interested in providing media trade/promotion/advertising in exchange for media sponsorship.  

 We will promote the event through the following media/online outlets:____________________________ 

 ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

 ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

 Sponsorship Specifics _________________________________________________________________ 

 ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

 Sponsorship Value____________________________________________________________________ 

 Upcoming publication deadlines _________________________________________________________ 

 

IN-KIND SPONSOR 
 We are interested in providing in-kind services in exchange for sponsorship.  

 Sponsorship Specifics _________________________________________________________________ 

 ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

 Sponsorship Value____________________________________________________________________ 

 

                                                                                             You can also apply online at markerfaireseattle.com 

Sponsor/Partner Agreement Form 

We look forward to partnering with you. 
 

For more information please contact: 
AmandaS@EMPmuseum.org 
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION,  
PLEASE CONTACT: 

Amanda Simantov 

AmandaS@EMPmuseum.org 
206-262-3243 
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Seattle Center Next 50 Plaza 

Titanaboa 

EMP Museum Upper Plaza 


